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Peppa and her family and friends go to so many exciting places: the museum, the park, the beach,

and even a birthday party! Read along and place the magnets wherever you choose to complete the

story.
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Great quality for the price. My daughter who is 2 loves it. I like the idea of magnets over stickers as

the latter tear easily in the hands of toddlers. The stories aren't really full stories but more to set the

scene and one could come up with different stories to entertain the kids. As the kid gets older, they

can get creative with each scene.

The magnets are thick and stick well to the pages. You can store the magnets in the clear plastic

part on the bottom (it isn't just a plastic casing you tear off - the magnets are sandwiched between

two plastic pieces so the top piece acts as a lid).However, the first page and the last page (which

are glued to the front and back cover of the book) aren't magnetic. The toddler doesn't like this

because she can't put Peppa in her bed on the last page. I wish Scholastic had thought that part

through - it can't have been that much more expensive/difficult to have magnetized those pages too.

This is a great book, I agree with a previous reviewer that the last page not being magnetic can be a



bit confusing for the kids. But the pictures are cute and the magnets definitely bring a more

interactive approach to the book. My daughter loves using the pages to create play scenes for her

figurines.

This is hardcover. The cardboard is great quality, the magnets however is not super strong, no

complain though, so little one can move the around easily.

Clever concept and so cute for any Peppa fan! Board book material.

I bought this for my great niece who loves Peppa Pig. It is a very sturdy book. Each page gives

clues of which character magnet belongs. We read this together and she enjoyed it very much.

My 3 year old loves playing with this book. My one complaint is that the last page is not magnetized,

which makes half of the final scene non-playable with the magnets.

my daughter loves this book! she has so much fun placing the magnets on different pages. I wish

the magnets stuck a littke better but that is my only problem with it
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